
REMBRANDT CASINO REVIEW

GENERAL INFO

Rembrandt Casino launched in 2009 and caters to the English, German, Finnish,
Norwegian and Canadian markets. A premium brand in the world of all things Casino, it
is the epitome of luxury. Rembrandt Casino is licensed by the Malta Gaming Authority
(MGA) under a reputable seal of authorization, the license number is
MGA/CL1/1244/2016, and in addition, is licensed by Costa Rica gambling regulations.
Rembrandt Casino, being a lavish and luxurious creation was birthed by Condor
Gaming. Condor Gaming is a major player in the gaming industry, with a portfolio
bursting with brands that are incredibly unique to the world of online gaming.

BONUSES & PROMOTIONS
The promotional section boasts an infinite selection of offers, which are updated on a
regular basis.
One of the best promotions so far is the “To infinity and beyond” which equips players
with the adjustable timespan of winning extra free spins. This particular offer is
redeemable on a weekly basis, between midnight and 9’OClock every morning,
revealing a series of brand new after-dark offers, each week featuring a new offer on a
new game.

When signing up to Rembrandt Casino, prepare for the plethora of offers upon opening
and successfully confirming your account.
There are two winning welcome bonuses awaiting your arrival, where you be will be
geared up for glistening greatness.

The first warm welcome waiting to be discovered in the casino category, where there is
a 100% up to €200 with your first deposit, or be veered towards victory with 100% up to
€100 with your first ever sportsbook deposit.



But the brilliance doesn’t subside there! Rembrandt Casino has mastered the very
definition of making every player feel like a true VIP, overstepping excellence with
complete customer satisfaction. You’re entering into a world where the opportunities to
win know no bounds, therefore, it’s worth opting to receive email updates, to be in the
know for weekly offers and tournaments.

CASINO GAMES & SOFTWARE

Rembrandt Casino has partnered with over 50 game providers, creating a diverse
portfolio of over 1,900 slot games. The most noteworthy game providers that they work
with are NetEnt, Microgaming, Red Tiger, iSoftBet, and ELK. Rembrandt Casino also
runs 2 live casinos, which are powered by Microgaming and NetEnt.

SPORTSBOOK

Sports lovers will be in their element with the sportsbook section, where you will be
spoilt for choice, with 30 different types of sporting events for you to bet on, whenever
you see fit. Staying true to its royal reputation, Rembrandt Casino has gone the extra
mile to create extra excitement by adding virtual sports into the mix. There are nine
virtual sporting events to choose from, meaning that there's no end to the entertainment.

PAYMENTS
Withdrawing or depositing money is a straightforward process with Rembrandt! To
deposit funds into your account, you simply need to be signed in to your account, go to
the cashier and deposit your chosen amount. There is a minimum deposit of €10. It's
also worth noting that you take a look at all of the offers that are currently up for grabs
and displayed on the drop-down menu in the cashier.

Withdrawing from Rembrandt Casino is also a fairly smooth process. It's simply a matter
of accessing the payout page and submitting your details. After successfully providing
your KYC, payment will be processed. Payment will be credited to your chosen bank
account within 1-5 working days.

SUPPORT

Rembrandt Casino offers open, honest, and reliable gaming at all times and has
acquired appropriate certification and awards, proving itself as a credible source in the
world of online gaming.



The support team is contactable via email or live chat and handles all queries efficiently.
The email for all inquiries is: support@rembrandtcasino.com or, to make contact via the
live chat from Monday to Sunday between 12:00-24:00 CET.

VIP players have the added advantage of being provided with a telephone number,
where they can easily request a "call back" or leave a message.

OTHER/ VERDICT

Being one of Condor Gaming's five brilliant brands, Rembrandt is the true masterpiece
of them all, providing an elegant online atmosphere, and a glistening gallery of games
for those that require a gaming experience based on quality, above all else.


